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The global climate was different in the past and 
continues to change due to natural causes

How climate has changed in the past over 
different time scales: glacial and interglacial 
periods during the Quaternary period 
The Quaternary period is the past 1.8 million years of the world’s history. 
During this period there have been times when the temperature of the 
Earth has dropped. Continental ice-sheets covered the northern 
hemisphere. These are known as glacial periods (or ice ages). The 
temperature then became warmer, melting the large ice-sheets. These are 
known as interglacial periods. The most recent glacial period occurred 
between about 120,000 and 11,500 years ago. Since then, the Earth has 
been in an interglacial period called the Holocene epoch. The remnants of 
the last ice age still cover 10 per cent of the Earth’s surface in Greenland, 
Antarctica and mountainous regions.

What are the causes of natural climate change?
A number of causes have been put forward for natural climate change. 
These include Milankovitch cycles, solar variation and volcanism.

Volcanism
Large volcanic eruptions release ash and sulphur dioxide into the 
atmosphere. The ash quickly returns to Earth but the sulphur dioxide can 
have a cooling effect on the Earth’s climate. The sulphur dioxide mixes 
with water in the atmosphere and becomes sulphuric acid droplets 
known as aerosols. These microscopic droplets absorb radiation from the 
Sun heating themselves and the surrounding air. This stops heat reaching 
the Earth’s surface. During the 1900s, there were three large eruptions 
that may have caused the planet to cool down by as much as 1°C. 
Eventually the effect will decrease as the aerosols fall as rain.

Milankovitch cycles
These were developed by Milutin Milankovitch who was a mathematician 
from Serbia. He put forward the theory that the amount of heat the Earth 
receives from the Sun is affected by its orbit. He identified three different 
cycles: eccentricity, axial tilt, and precession, see Figure 5.4. 

Solar variation
This is a change in the amount of heat energy that comes from the Sun. 
These variations are very small and hard to detect. Sunspots on the Sun’s 
surface do seem to have an impact on the heat energy of the Sun and 
therefore the climate of the Earth. There was a reduction in sunspot 
activity between 1645 and 1715 which corresponds with the Little Ice Age 
(see page 15). Since the 1940s, there has been a lot of sunspot activity 
which could be a reason for the Earth’s climate becoming warmer.

Ç Figure 5.5 How volcanic eruptions can 
have an impact on global climates.

n LEarnInG objEcTIvE

To study how the global 
climate was different in the 
past and continues to change 
due to natural causes.

Learning outcomes

u	To be able to describe how 
global climate was different in 
the past.

u	To recognise how it continues 
to change due to natural 
causes.

u	To describe the evidence there 
is for natural climate change.

KEy tErms
Weather – the day to day changes in 
temperature and precipitation.

Climate – the average temperature and 
precipitation figures for an area.

Eccentricity
The path of the Earth’s orbit around the sun is not a perfect 
circle-it is an ellipse. This shape can change from being nearly 
a perfect circle to more elliptical and then back again. This is 
due to the effect of other planets’ gravitational pull on the 
Earth such as Jupiter and Saturn. The measure of the shape’s 
change is called its eccentricity. One complete cycle lasts for 
about 100,000 years. It appears that colder periods occur when 
the Earth’s orbit is more circular and warmer periods when it 
is more elliptical.               

Precession
The Earth’s axis wobbles like a spinning 
top. A wobble cycle usually takes about 
26,000 years. The motion is caused by 
the gravitational action of the sun and 
the moon. This cycle has an impact on 
the seasons and can cause warmer 
summers.     

Axial Tilt
The earth is spinning on its own axis. The axis is not 
upright; it tilts at an angle between 22.1° C and 24.5° C. 
A complete cycle for this tilt takes about 41,000 years. 
The greater the degree of tilt is associated with the 
world having a higher average temperature.     

Eccentricity
100,000 years

Precession
26,000 years

Axial Tilt
41,000 years

Ç Figure 5.4 Milankovitch cycles.
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What evidence is there for 
natural climate change?
Ice cores
The ice in areas such as Antarctica and Greenland has 
been there for millions of years. Cores can be drilled 
into it to measure the amount of carbon dioxide 
trapped in the ice. This is a climatic indicator because 
levels of carbon dioxide tend to be lower during cooler 
periods and higher when it is warmer.

Pollen records
Pollen analysis shows which plants were dominant at a 
particular time due to the climate. Each plant species 
has specific climatic requirements which influence 
their geographic distribution. All plants have a 
distinctive shape to their pollen grain. If these fall into 
areas such as peat bogs they resist decay. Changes in 
the pollen found in different levels of the bog indicate 
changes in climate over time. 

Tree rings
Each year the growth of a tree is shown by a single ring. 
If the ring is narrow it indicates a cooler drier year. If it 
is thicker it means the temperature was warmer and 
wetter. The patterns of growth are used to produce tree 
ring timescales which give accurate climate information.

Historical sources
These include cave paintings, diaries and documentary 
evidence, for example, the fairs held on the River 
Thames when it froze. Since 1873 daily weather 
reports have been kept. Parish records are a good 
source of climate data for a particular area. 

Activities
1 What is meant by the term glacial period?
2 Describe three different forms of evidence for 

natural climate change.
3 How do volcanic eruptions cause climate to 

change?

4 Describe two of Milankovitch’s cycles.

Extension 
Research how climate has changed in the past. 
Produce a graph to show these climate changes.

Ç Figure 5.7 Illustration on the cover of a tract entitled The 
great frost. Cold doings in London, published in 1608.

review
By the end of this section you should be able to:

3	describe how climate has changed in the past 
over different time scales

3	recognise the causes of natural climate change
3	identify the evidence there is for natural 

climate change.

Global climate is now changing as a result of 
human activity

Ç Figure 5.6 Tree rings.

n LEarnInG objEcTIvE 

To study how global climate is 
now changing as a result of 
human activity.

Learning outcomes

u	To know how human activities 
produce greenhouse gases.

u	To recognise the negative 
effects that climate change is 
having on the environment 
and people.

How human activities produce greenhouse 
gases that cause the enhanced greenhouse 
effect
Human activities such as industry, energy, transport and farming produce 
carbon dioxide and methane. These gases are contributing to the 
enhanced greenhouse effect.

sector Carbon 
dioxide
(m tonnes 
equivalent)

methane 
(m tonnes 
equivalent)

Energy 180.8 7.6

Transport 115.7 0.1

Industry 12.2 0.1

Agriculture 
(farming) 4.9 27.0

Ç Figure 5.9 The UK energy, transport, 
industry and farming contribution to the 
enhanced greenhouse effect.

KEy tErms
the enhanced greenhouse effect – also called climate change or global warming. It is the 
impact on the global climate of the increased amounts of carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases that humans have released into the Earth’s atmosphere since the 
Industrial Revolution.

Fossil fuels – fuels which are produced from coal, oil and natural gas.

methane – this comes from organisms that were alive many years ago, recently dead rotting 
organisms and those alive today. Fossil methane which provides approximately 30 per cent of 
methane released into the atmosphere was formed underground many years ago. It comes to 
the surface when fossil fuels are mined. Methane is a greenhouse gas; this means that it can 
trap heat within the Earth’s atmosphere. It makes up 20 per cent of the greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere and is 20 times more potent than carbon dioxide.

5 The main greenhouse gases
   are carbon dioxide, methane
   and nitrous oxide.

1 Heat energy from the Sun beams
   down onto the Earth. Some of it
   passes through a blanket of gases
   in our atmosphere.

4 The energy which does
   not escape into space is
   reflected back to Earth.

3 Greenhouse gases form a
   blanket around the earth
   which traps the heat
   energy in the atmosphere.

2 Some of the 
heat energy 
escapes back 
into space.

Earth

Sun

 Ç Figure 5.8 The enhanced 
greenhouse effect.
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Industry
Some forms of industrial processes contribute to the enhanced 
greenhouse effect. These industries emit large amounts of greenhouse 
gases such as carbon dioxide and methane. This occurs during the 
production process, for example during the production of iron and steel, 
chemicals and cement. In the UK the most prominent gas is carbon 
dioxide and the most polluting process is the making of cement. Since 
1990, however, there has been a 79 per cent reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions from the industrial process sector. Although between 2012 and 
2013 there had been a rise in emissions as more cement, iron and steel 
were being produced.

Farming
Farming creates greenhouse gases in a number of ways, the main gas 
being methane. Livestock, especially cattle, produce methane as part of 
their digestion. This represents almost one third of the emissions from the 
agriculture sector. Numbers of livestock in the UK are declining which has 
reduced emissions in this sector by 19 per cent. However, in other parts of 
the world the numbers are increasing as there has been an increase in 
demand for western-style diets which contain meat. An increase in rice 
production due to growing populations in Asia has also seen an increase 
in the production of methane. Manure is another producer of methane. 
New manure storage methods which allow less exposure to oxygen have 
seen a decrease in the amount of methane produced.

Transport
Most forms of transport use fossil fuels to power them. When fossil fuels 
are burnt gases such as carbon dioxide are released which build up in the 
atmosphere adding to the enhanced greenhouse effect. Since 1990 the 
emissions from transport in the UK have stabilised with a 3 per cent 
decrease overall. Passenger cars make up the largest part of this sector.

Energy
The generation of power accounts for 25 per cent of global carbon 
dioxide emissions. The main source is the use of coal and natural gas to 
produce electricity.  For example, in China 75 per cent of energy is 
produced from coal. In the UK, since 1990 there has been a reduction in 
emissions of 32 per cent but the figure is still too high. The reduction has 
mainly been caused by a movement of power generation from coal as a 
fuel to gas.

Ç Figure 5.12 Livestock can add to the greenhouse effect.

Sources of methane:

• wetlands including marshes 
and swamps

• the growing of rice

• landfills which contain rotting 
vegetable matter

• burning vegetation

• the bowels of animals

• mining of fossil fuels.

What are the negative effects that 
climate change is having on the 
environment and people?
Rising sea levels
Research published in 2007 by The Hadley Centre for 
Climate Change at Exeter showed that between 1993 
and 2006 sea levels rose 3.3  mm a year. This will lead 
to an estimated 88 cm rise in sea levels by the end of 
the century. This rise will threaten large areas of 
low-lying coastal land including major world cities 
such as London, New York and Tokyo. Many islands in 
the Pacific Ocean are already being affected by rising 
sea levels. Two of the Kiribati islands are now covered 
with sea water. People are also leaving other low-lying 
coral atolls (islands) before they become engulfed by 
the sea.

sector UsA
Greenhouse 
gas 
emissions 
(%)

UK
Greenhouse 
gas 
emissions 
(%)

Energy 31 33

Transport 27 21

Industry 21 12

Agriculture 
(farming)

9 9

Other 
(including 
residential) 

12 25

Ç Figure 5.10 UK and USA percentage 
of greenhouse gas emissions per sector.

Ç
 Figure 5.11 Coal fired power station.

Ç Figure 5.13 Rising sea levels.
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1 Name two greenhouse gases.
2 Which sector in the UK 

produces the most carbon 
dioxide?

3 How do animals contribute to 
climate change?

4 Explain two negative effects of 
climate change.

5 How will changes to crop 

yields have an impact on food 

globally?

Extension
Examine how human activities 
can cause climate to change.

Changing patterns of crop yield
Countries closest to the Equator are likely to suffer the most as their crop 
yields will decrease. In Africa, countries such as Tanzania and 
Mozambique will have longer periods of drought and shorter growing 
seasons. They could lose almost a third of their maize crop. It is forecast 
that in India there will be a 50 per cent decrease in the amount of land 
available to grow wheat. This is due to hotter and drier weather. 

Retreating glaciers
The vast majority of the world’s glaciers are retreating (that is, melting), 
some more quickly than others. This is thought by some to be due to the 
increase in temperatures caused by climate change. Research has shown 
that 90 per cent of the glaciers in Antarctica are retreating (see Figure 5.14). 
The melting of the glaciers at the poles could also affect ocean water 
movement. It is believed that melting ice in the Arctic could cause the Gulf 
Stream to be diverted further south. This will lead to colder temperatures in 
Western Europe, matching the temperatures found across the Atlantic in 
Labrador at the present time. Temperatures are frequently below 0°C in the 
winter with averages of 8–10°C in July, which is 10°C cooler than the 
average UK summer temperature.

The UK has a distinct climate which has changed 
over time

Practise your skills 

Activities

n LEarnInG objEcTIvE 

To study how the UK has a 
distinct climate which has 
changed over time.

Learning outcomes

u	To describe the climate of the 
UK today and to know how 
it has changed over the last 
1000 years. 

u	To understand the spatial 
variations in temperature, 
prevailing wind and rainfall 
within the UK.

u	To recognise the significance of 
the UK’s geographic location in 
relation to its climate.

How has the UK climate changed over the 
last 1000 years? 
The climate that the UK has experienced over the last 1000 years has 
changed quite considerably. Between 800 and 1300 ad, known as the 
medieval period, the UK experienced a warm period with temperatures 
averaging 1°C warmer than the average, see Figure 5.15. This is known 
because there are records of vineyards in Yorkshire, and agricultural 
productivity for the whole of the UK was high. Between 1300 and 1900 ad 
there was a period known as the ‘Little Ice Age’. Temperatures were 
about 1°C cooler than present for most of the UK. During these times the 
River Thames froze 20 times between 1564 and 1814 and ‘ice fairs’ were 
held. In Scotland temperatures were 2°C cooler with prolonged winters 
and much snow. Between 1690 and 1700 the harvest in Scotland failed 
seven times causing widespread famine. This is known because of parish 
records.

Ç Figure 5.15 How the UK climate has changed over the last 1000 years.

KEy tErms
Precipitation – any form of moisture that 
reaches the Earth; rain, snow, etc.

maritime – influenced by the sea.

Annual temperature range – the 
difference between the highest and 
lowest temperatures of a place in a year.

total annual rainfall – the sum of all the 
rainfall that falls in a year in an area.

Climate graphs – graphs which show 
temperature as a line at the top and 
rainfall in bars beneath on the same 
graph.

Ice fairs – amusements held on the River 
Thames during the Little Ice Age.

review
By the end of this section you 
should be able to:

3	know how human activities 
produce greenhouse gases

3	recognise the negative 
effects that climate change 
is having on the environment 
and people.
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Ç Figure 5.14 The retreat of the Sheldon glacier, Antarctica.

1 Draw a bar graph to show 
the data in Figure 5.10.

2 Describe the UK and USA’s 
contribution to greenhouse 
gas emissions. Use data in 
your answer.
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What is the UK climate 
like today?
The UK climate today shows the 
characteristics of a maritime 
climate. The temperature does not 
have extremes and the annual 
temperature range is small, with 
maximum average temperatures of 
15oC and minimum temperatures of 
4oC. The temperature changes 
gradually between the months. The 
summers are warm and the winters 
are cool rather than cold. Rain falls 
every month, the total amount 
varies with location within the UK 
from approximately 550 mm in 
London to 1800 mm in Fort William. 
There is, however, little difference 
between the wettest and driest 
months, see Figure 5.16 which 
shows climate figures for different 
settlements in the UK.

Ç Figure 5.16 Climate data for UK settlements.

Ç Figure 5.18 Wind roses for various areas within the UK.

KEy tErms
source region – a large area of the 
Earth’s surface where the air has a 
uniform temperature and humidity.

Prevailing wind – the direction from 
which the wind usually blows. In the UK 
it is the south west.
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How does temperature, prevailing 
wind and rainfall vary within the UK?
As shown on Figure 5.16, there are variations in the 
temperature and rainfall of the UK depending on where 
you are located in the country. Settlements to the east 
of the country tend to receive less rainfall than 
settlements to the west. The main reasons for this is 
the type of rainfall the UK experiences and the relief of 
the country see Figure 5.17. The temperature variations 
are the result of the influence of latitude and the 
distance the settlement is from the sea, see Figures 5.19 
and 5.20 (see page 18). The prevailing wind of the UK 
is from the south west, this varies little within the 
country. As this wind is blowing over the Atlantic 
Ocean it will bring rainfall to the UK. The predominance 
of this wind can be seen on the wind roses for different 
locations around the country shown on Figure 5.18.
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Ç Figure 5.17 An explanation of relief rainfall. 

Number 
on map

month max. 
temp (°C)

min. temp 
(°C)

rainfall 
(mm)

1 Belfast 13 6 950

2 Birmingham 13 6 800

3 Cardiff 15 7 1150

4 Durham 13 5 650

5 Edinburgh 13 6 700

6 Fort William 11 4 1800

7 Inverness 12 6 750

8 Keswick 13 6 1500

9 London 15 8 550

10 Norwich 14 6 650

11 Plymouth 14 8 1000

12 Rhyl 13 7 800

13 Blackpool 13 6 900

14 York 13 5 600
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COLD

WARM 

Atlantic
Ocean

Arctic 
Ocean

Air mass: Polar continental
Source region: Scandinavia or
Russia
Characteristics: Cold, dry, possibly
snow in winter. In summer warm
and dry possibly thunderstorms.

Air mass: Tropical continental.
Source region: North Africa
Characteristics: Dry, settled
weather with high temperatures
in the summer.

Air mass: Arctic maritime
Source region: Arctic ocean
Characteristics: Very cold in winter
and spring. Cool weather in the 
summer. Snow in the winter.Air mass: Polar maritime

Source region: Canada / Greenland
Characteristics: Cool air with
showers.

Air mass: Tropical maritime
Source region: Atlantic
Ocean close to Bermuda.
Characteristics: Wet, warm
and windy weather.

1 How could ice fairs be held on the Thames during the 1700s?
2 Describe the pattern of rainfall in the UK. Use data from Figure 5.16 in 

your answer.
3 State two reasons why Birmingham’s temperatures are lower than 

Plymouth’s temperatures.
4 Explain the importance of the UK geographical position in relation to its 

climate.
5 Compare the information on the wind rose for London with the wind 

rose for Plymouth.

Extension
London is warmer in winter than Boston. Discuss this statement.

What is the significance of the UK’s 
geographic location in relation to its 
climate?
The UK’s geographical location has a major impact on 
its climate due to a number of factors. These include 
latitude, air masses, distance from the sea and ocean 
currents.

Latitude
The latitude of the UK will impact on the amount of 
heat energy it receives from the Sun as places closer to 
the Equator are warmer than those at the poles. This is 
explained in Figure 5.19. Latitude also affects the 
temperature by influencing the length of the days. In 
the winter, the day length is short. This means that 
there are fewer hours of sunlight, resulting in lower 
temperatures. 

Distance from the sea
The distance a settlement is from the sea has an effect on its climate. 
Settlements that are close to the sea will have less extreme temperatures 
than places further inland. In the winter, settlements close to the sea will 
be warmer than settlements inland and in summer they will be cooler. The 
reason for this is that the land and sea respond differently to the heat 
energy from the Sun.

l The sea is constantly moving. Water that is heated or cooled on the 
surface circulates to a great depth. Therefore it takes a long time for 
the sea to heat up and cool down.

l	 The land is still. It is only heated to a depth of approximately 30 cm. 
Therefore, the land heats up and cools down quickly.

Ocean currents
Ocean currents also have an impact on temperatures. The UK is influenced 
by a warm current. This is called the North Atlantic Drift. This current 
originates close to the Equator, moves through the Caribbean and across 
the Atlantic, and almost circles the UK. It is a warm body of water. It raises 
the temperature of the UK considerably as can be seen in Figure 5.21. For 
example, the UK is north of Boston and Montreal but its temperatures are 
much warmer in the winter due to the effect of the North Atlantic Drift.

Ç Figure 5.19 How latitude affects temperature. 

Air masses
The geographical location of the UK means that its climate is influenced by 
five air masses. This is unusual and helps to account for the changeable 
weather that is experienced by the UK. Each air mass has different 
weather characteristics, see Figure 5.20.

Ç Figure 5.20 Air masses which affect the UK weather. 

Activities

review
By the end of this section 
you should be able to:

3	describe the climate of the 
UK today and to know how 
it has changed over the last 
1000 years 

3	understand the spatial 
variations in temperature, 
prevailing wind and rainfall 
within the UK

3	recognise the significance 
of the UK’s geographic 
location in relation to its 
climate.

Ç Figure 5.22 Climate data for London.

month
temp 
(°C) rainfall (mm)

Jan 5 55

Feb 5 40

Mar 8 41

Apr 10 43

May 13 49

Jun 16 45

Jul 18 44

Aug 18 49

Sep 15 49

Oct 12 68

Nov 8 59

Dec 5 55

Practise your skills

City Latitude Av min 
temp (°C)

London 51  6

Boston 42 -2

Montreal 45 -9

Ç Figure 5.21 A comparison of lowest 
average temperatures.

n	 Use the data in Figure 5.22 to produce a climate graph for London.
n	 Describe the pattern of rainfall for London shown on your graph.
n	 Use an atlas to find climate graphs for different cities in the UK. 

Choose three and compare the temperature and rainfall information.  
Give a reason for each of your comparisons.

Tropic of Capricorn

23   ºS1
2

Near the poles the Sun’s rays
have more atmosphere
to pass through

Sun’s rays

North
Pole

Arctic Circle 66   ºN1
2

Equator
0º

South
Pole

Key

Atmosphere

Tropic of
Cancer
23   ºN1

2
At the Equator heat
from the Sun’s rays
is concentrated but
near the poles it is
dispersed over a
wider area.
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Tropical cyclones are extreme weather events that 
develop under specific conditions and in certain locations

What are the characteristics, frequency and 
geographical distribution of tropical cyclones 
and how they change over time?
A tropical cyclone is a non-frontal intense low pressure weather system 
which is known by different names around the world but has the same 
characteristics. Characteristics of tropical cyclones are:

l They develop over tropical and sub-tropical oceans between the Tropic 
of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.

l	 They need a water temperature of over 27°C to be able to form.
l	 They usually form towards the end of the summer and in the autumn.
l	 The highest number of storms occur in the North Pacific Ocean.
l	 The pressure gradient is very steep with close isobars.
l	 Strong winds and heavy rain, often thunderstorms.
l	 The average wind speed is 120 kph but winds of 400 kph have been known.
l	 They normally move from east to west with the trade winds.
l	 They have an ‘eye’ which is the calm centre of the storm.
l	 Once they reach a wind speed of 60 kph they are given a name, each 

letter of the alphabet being used in turn. The lists rotate every six 
years. If a storm is particularly destructive the name is not used again 
and a new one is chosen. Floyd was replaced with Franklin in 2005.

As is stated in the previous section in the short term the frequency of 
tropical cyclones can change with the pattern of ocean currents. Studies 
have found that their frequency in the longer term is being influenced by 
global warming and increased ocean temperatures. This is because they 
form over oceans with a temperature of 27°C. Therefore, as oceans’ 
temperatures rise the areas with temperatures above 27°C will increase 
meaning that the storms can form over a larger area which could increase 
their number.  Warmer sea temperatures will also increase their intensity. 

n LEarnInG objEcTIvE

To study how tropical 
cyclones are extreme 
weather events that develop 
under specific conditions and 
in certain locations.

Learning outcomes

u	To understand how global 
circulation in the atmosphere 
leads to tropical cyclones in 
source areas and the 
sequence of their formation.

u	To know the characteristics, 
frequency and geographical 
distribution of tropical 
cyclones and how they 
change over time.

KEy tErms
source region – where tropical cyclones 
start their development.

Non-frontal system – the weather system 
does not contain a warm or a cold front 
which are usually associated with mid-
latitude low pressure weather systems 
which bring rain.

El Nino – this refers to a large-scale 
ocean-atmosphere interaction which 
leads to a warming of the sea surface 
temperature across the central and east-
central Equatorial Pacific Ocean.

El Nina – this is the opposite of El Nino 
where periods of below-average sea 
surface temperatures occur across the 
central and east-central Equatorial Pacific 
Ocean. 

How does global circulation in the 
atmosphere cause tropical cyclones and 
what is the sequence of their formation? 
Global circulation in the atmosphere generates surface winds which 
influence the oceans. Each of the oceans has circulation patterns which 
influence the temperature of the water in the upper ocean. These patterns 
last for a number of years. The most well known is El Nino in the Pacific 
Ocean. These patterns can influence the number and intensity of tropical 
cyclones in an area. In this way, the global circulation of the atmosphere 
has an impact on tropical cyclones. For example, in the Australian region 
more cyclones occur during El Nina years than in El Nino years. Over a 
longer period, however, studies have shown that global warming is an 
important factor. Between 1970 and 2004, warmer sea temperatures 
meant there was an increase in category 4 and 5 hurricanes globally.

Tropical cyclones all start over oceans with a minimum temperature of over 
27°C. Hot air rises taking a lot of water vapour with it. As it rises it cools 
to form big cumulus clouds. This creates low pressure at sea level. Air 
with higher pressure then moves in to replace it. This air does not move 
straight into the low pressure area because of the Earth’s circulation. It 
whirls into it (just like water going down the plug hole in a bath). This air 
then moves upwards with more water vapour. This has two effects, storm 
clouds are pulled into a spin by the incoming wind and the spinning storm 
is pulled outward leaving a low pressure funnel, the eye, in the centre. The 
cold air, which is under high pressure, sinks down into the centre where it 
is heated and pulled into the spinning circle of air. The spinning circle 
begins to drift sideways because of the trade winds. This huge bundle of 
energy depresses the sea level under it, so there is a ridge of sea water 
giving rise to storm surges both before and after the hurricane has passed. 

Ç
 Figure 5.23 Stages in the formation 

of a hurricane.

Ç
 Figure 5.24 The geographical 

distribution and frequency of tropical 
cyclones.

Practise your skills
Describe the pattern of 
tropical cyclones shown on 
Figure 5.24
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Frequency of tropical 
cyclones in this area
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